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Abstract | Progress in oncology drug development has been hampered by a lack of preclinical models 
that reliably predict clinical activity of novel compounds in cancer patients. In an effort to address these 
shortcomings, there has been a recent increase in the use of patient-derived tumour xenografts (PDTX) 
engrafted into immune-compromised rodents such as athymic nude or NOD/SCID mice for preclinical 
modelling. Numerous tumour-specific PDTX models have been established and, importantly, they are 
biologically stable when passaged in mice in terms of global gene-expression patterns, mutational status, 
metastatic potential, drug responsiveness and tumour architecture. These characteristics might provide 
significant improvements over standard cell-line xenograft models. This Review will discuss specific PDTX 
disease examples illustrating an overview of the opportunities and limitations of these models in cancer drug 
development, and describe concepts regarding predictive biomarker development and future applications.
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Introduction
One of the most frequently cited reasons for the high 
failure rate of new agents in oncology is the lack of pre-
clinical models that recapitulate the heterogeneity of 
tumours in patients.1 Although the advent of cancer 
cell-line culture techniques fuelled an acceleration and 
expansion of cancer biology discovery that continues to 
this day, the harsh reality is that our ability to translate 
these findings to clinical practice has been hampered 
by the very models that yielded such valuable insights. 
Numerous explanations have been suggested for this 
inconsistency, including the fact that cell lines, even 
when propagated in vivo, are derived from cancer cells 
that have adapted to growth outside a natural tumour 
microenvironment, resulting in genetic changes that 
are distinct from the genetic stress imposed on tumours 
in patients.2 Likewise, there is strong evidence that a 
greater genetic divergence exists between a primary 
tumour and the corresponding cell line derived from 
that tumour, versus a direct xenograft, even after several 
generations.2 Thus, although the ability to successfully 
engraft surgically-derived tumours from cancer patients 
has been established for decades, these preclinical 
models are just now being consistently charac terized 
and applied towards drug development in oncology 
(Table 1).3–9 In this Review, we will present the oppor-
tunities and challenges of these models in oncology 
drug development, provide specific disease examples, 
and describe concepts regarding predictive biomarker 
development and future applications.

Methodology
The methodology of initiation and propagation of 
patient-derived tumour xenografts (PDTX; Figure 1) has 
been covered in previous reviews by multiple groups.7–11 
The approach is very straightforward, consisting of 
obtaining fresh surgical tissue, sectioning it into ~3 mm3 
pieces, followed by subcutaneous or orthotopic implant-
ation into the flank of an immunodeficient mouse or rat. 
The generation harbouring the patient-derived mat-
erial is termed F0, with subsequent generations num-
bered consecutively (F1, F2, F3 and so on), although some 
groups have named these G0, G1 and so on (Figure 1).10 
The amount of time required for tumour ‘take’ is vari-
able among tumour types, location of implantation, and 
recipient strain, but in general this is between 2 months 
and 4 months, although failure of engraftment should 
not be ascertained until at least 6 months.7 In general, 
the third generation (F3 or G3) can be expanded for drug 
treatment, and most groups use early passages for such 
studies. However, the main determinant should be the 
extent to which the PDTX has diverged from the patient’s 
tumour in terms of genetics and histology (rather than 
an arbitrary passage number), two factors that are rarely 
presented when reporting results of therapeutic studies.

Unfortunately, there has not been a comprehensive 
comparison among recipient strains or hosts, such 
as athymic nude mice, rats, or NOD/SCID mice, with 
regards to time-to-engraftment, take rate, genetics, or 
histology. The majority of investigators report take rates 
of >75% using athymic nu/nu mice, and NOD/SCID 
mice are more often used exclusively in F1 or in instances 
where engraftment is being assessed as a primary end 
point (such as early stage or adjuvant studies).12,13 
The development of the NOD/SCID/IL2Rγnull mice 
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has allowed for even greater take rates (approaching 
95–100%) for tumours that are particularly difficult to 
engraft, as it further inhibits innate immunity by block-
ing the maturation of natural killer (NK) T cells.14 In 
addition to improved engraftment efficiency, this model 
has also been reported to maintain human tumour- 
associated leukocytes such as effector memory T cells for 
up to 9 weeks after implantation, providing an improved 
model of tumour–stromal interactions.15

Multilayered biological assays can be performed on 
early-passage (≤F5) PDTX to characterize these models 
for predictive biomarker development (Figure 1).16 One 
of the main advantages often noted with PDTX models 
is maintenance of the original tumour architecture and 
histological characteristics, although there has been con-
troversy over how long and to what extent the human-
derived microvasculature is maintained.17,18 For example, 
Gray et al.18 demonstrated that prostate cancer tumours 
implanted in nude mice maintained vessels lined with 
human endothelial cells and increased mean vessel 
density over time; however, a similar study with renal cell 
carcinoma revealed a decrease in human-derived vascu-
lature over time. An interesting approach to circumvent 
this issue used tissue microarrays generated from 150 
PDTX samples, which were assessed for VEGF-A, integ-
rin β1, cathepsin B, proteinase-activated receptor 1, and 
MMP1, revealing profiles of an ‘angiogenic’ phenotype 
that could be selected for therapies targeting the tumour 
microenvironment.19 Such approaches, including gene-
set enrichment analysis of angiogenic and metastatic 
pathways, might bypass concerns regarding the ability 
to completely recapitulate the human microenvironment 
in PDTX models.20

Genomic comparisons of PDTX models
An important question regarding PDTX model stabil-
ity is whether the process of engraftment and expan-
sion changes the genetic features of the tumours. 
Comprehensive genome-wide gene-expression analy-
sis studies have demonstrated that PDTX maintain the 
majority of the key genes and global pathway activity in 
primary tumours.2,21 For example, in non-small-cell lung 
cancer (NSCLC) PDTX models,21 unsupervised hierar-
chical clustering of genome-wide gene-expression profiles 
revealed that nine of the 17 primary tumours clustered 
directly with the derived PDTX models, with correlation 
coefficients ranging from 0.78 to 0.95. Importantly, 10 
of the 17 primary–PDTX tumour pairs exhibited cor-
relation coefficients >0.90 indicating a high degree of 
similarity between the primary cancer and the corres-
ponding PDTX model.21 Similarly, in pancreatic cancer 
PDTX models, 10 out of 12 primary–PDTX (F0 versus 
F3) tumour pairs were found to be concordant for KRAS 
mutational and SMAD4 expression status.11 Interestingly, 
some of the pancreatic cancer PDTX models have been 
used to enrich the tumour DNA content for the pancre-
atic cancer genome sequencing project.22 In a compara-
tive study using small-cell lung cancer (SCLC) PDTX 
models, Daniel et al.2 generated PDTX models from 
chemotherapy-naive patients with SCLC and compared 

them to cell lines derived from each PDTX and to subse-
quent (after 6 months in culture) cell-line derived PDTX 
using an Affymetrix® platform.2 The direct comparisons 
among the samples analysed (PDTX and the two cell 
line types) revealed three sets of differentially expressed 
genes: 395 were significantly different when comparing 
PDTX to their matched initial cell line, 152 were different 
when comparing PDTX to their derivative secondary cell 
line, whereas only 26 genes were differentially expressed 
when comparing the initial cell line to those derived from 
PDTX after 6 months in vitro. These results suggest that 
global gene expression can change when cell lines are 
derived in vitro, and that the expression of a significant 
number of such genes is not restored when the deriva-
tive cell line is returned to growth in vivo, supporting the 
notion that ‘never in culture’ PDTX models may more 
closely recapitulate the genetic characteristics of tumours 
in patients.2 Figure 2 depicts two comparative examples 
of matched patient–PDTX models using genome-wide 
gene expression of colorectal cancer (CRC) and pancre-
atic ductal adenocarcinoma (PDA). The F3 CRC PDTX 
model and the F5 PDA PDTX model demonstrated high 
correlation of global gene expression with their matched 
primary tumours (F0).

Colorectal cancer
In CRC, there is a long history of success in the estab-
lishment, maintenance, and study of PDTX models.23–26 
CRC PDTX models are quite easy to establish with take 
rates of over 75%, they can be successfully cryopreserved 
prior to implantation, and closely recapitulate the genetic 
alterations and histology of the fresh tumour.23–26 Indeed, 
even in early stage CRC tumours exhibiting chromo-
somal instability, establishment and propagation as 
PDTX retains the intratumoural clonal heterogeneity, 
chromosomal instability, and histology of the parent 
tumour for up to 14 passages, providing a unique oppor-
tunity to study new agents for adjuvant therapy targeted 
towards specific molecular subtypes.25

An important component in the validation of disease-
specific PDTX is determining the response to standard 
agents and correlating responses of the xenograft to the 

Key points

 ■ Many preclinical animal models fail to accurately predict the clinical efficacy of 
novel anticancer agents, largely due to their inability to reflect the complexity 
and heterogeneity of human tumours

 ■ Patient-derived tumour xenograft models (PDTX), where surgically resected 
tumour samples are engrafted directly into immune-compromised mice, offer 
several advantages over standard cell-line xenograft models

 ■ PDTX tumours maintain the molecular, genetic and histological heterogeneity 
typical of tumours of origin through serial passaging in mice

 ■ The tumour histology of PDTX models provides an excellent in vivo preclinical 
platform to study cancer stem-cell biology and stromal–tumour interactions; 
novel cancer therapeutics can also be assessed

 ■ Well-characterized PDTX models represent an information-rich preclinical 
resource for analysis of drug activity, including novel–novel drug combinations, 
as well as predictive biomarker discovery

 ■ The PDTX approach to modelling of specific cancer types could potentially 
reduce non-informative animal studies while providing a more-relevant system 
to test clinically directed hypotheses
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response of the patient. In one study, 15 CRC PDTX 
models were established and treated with 5-fluorouracil,  
oxaliplatin, or irinotecan with reasonable concord-
ance between known response rates to these drugs and 
between the patient and corresponding xenograft.26 For 
example, five out of 15 xenografts were treated with 
cytostatic chemotherapeutics and all five of these exhib-
ited similar responses to their corresponding patients.26 
In addition, these models retained the histological 
features of the parent tumour, although there was an 
increase in epithelial (EpCAM) and tumour markers 
(CEA) with passage.26

With the advent of biological agents for the treatment 
of CRC, there has been a recent focus on the use of PDTX 
models to further refine the mechanisms of resistance 
to these agents and develop rational combination strat-
egies. In one such study, 23 CRC PDTX models were 
treated with the EGFR inhibitor cetuximab, profiled 
for KRAS, NRAS, BRAF, and assessed for epi regulin, 
amphiregulin, as well as total and activated EGFR, MET, 
AKT, and HER3, to derive a ‘cetuximab response score’.27 
The cetuximab response score comprised positive points 
associated with high levels of EGFR, epi regulin and/or 
amphiregulin, and negative points for KRAS, NRAS 
and/or BRAF mutations or high levels of activated 
MET, HER3, AKT, or undetectable EGFR. Although not 
indepen dently validated in another set of PDTX models, 
the cetuximab response score was 90% accurate in pre-
dicting the responsiveness of the CRC explants, indica-
ting the utility of these models in generating clinically 
relevant hypotheses that can be subsequently tested in 
other PDTX and, ultimately, in patients.27

PDTX have been used to functionally cross validate 
predictive biomarkers obtained retrospectively; KRAS, 

NRAS and BRAF mutations predicted non-responsiveness  
to cetuximab in both patients and the corresponding 
PDTX, which led to the identification of HER2 ampli-
fication in cetuximab-resistant tumours that were wild 
type for KRAS, NRAS, BRAF and PI3K.28 This study illus-
trates the ability to conduct ‘xenopatient’ trials where the 
rational combination of cetuximab with pertuzumab or 
lapatinib was assessed in the subset of tumours with 
resistance to cetuximab and HER2 amplification.28 These 
studies, and others, emphasize the potential impact of 
combining genomics data and the PDTX models with a 
closely associated clinical translation to accelerate drug 
development and predictive biomarker identification and 
validation in CRC and other diseases.16,29,30

Often overlooked, owing to the greater emphasis 
placed on in vivo models, the establishment of ‘new’ 
patient-derived cell lines is also important to update the 
current library of CRC cell lines in which initial drug 
screening and functional studies can be performed. 
PDTX models can also be used for establishing new cell 
lines; however, available data suggest, not surprisingly, 
that there is greater genetic divergence from the paren-
tal tumour when enzymatically dispersed and cultured 
in vitro, and that successful establishment requires initial 
passage as xenografts.24 Finally, in CRC, PDTX models 
have been used to establish and characterize a stem-cell 
compartment in CRC, which should facilitate future 
drug development in this area.31

Pancreatic cancer
Recent advances in molecular and genetic techniques 
have resulted in a significant increase in the scientific 
understanding of the complex genetics of PDA. Whole-
exome sequence analysis of primary PDA tumours 

Table 1 | Preclinical drug screening in patient-derived tumour xenograft models

Tumour model Approved agent tested Investigational agent tested

Pancreatic ductal 
adenocarcinoma

Gemcitabine,11,20 erlotinib11,104 Temsirolimus,11,35 saracatinib,106 
bosutinib,105 MK-1775,112 IPI-504113

NSCLC Etoposide,13,21,114 carboplatin,13,21,114 gemcitabine,13,21,114 
paclitaxel,13,21,114 vinorelbine,13,21,114 cetuximab,13,21,114 erlotinib,13,21,114 
docetaxel,49 docetaxel–vinorelbine,49 docetaxel–gemcitabine,49 
docetaxel–cisplatin,49 cisplatin64

Sagopilone,115 diaziquone,49 
pazelliptine,49 retelliptine49

Melanoma Actinomycin-D,51 carmustine,51 doxorubicin,51,52 bleomycin,51 
cisplatin,51,52 melphalan,51 mitomycin-C,51,52 vinblastine,51 
cyclophosphamide,52 ifosfamide,52 lomustine,52 5-FU,52 
methotrexate,52 etoposide,52 paclitaxel,52 vindesine,52 temozolomide54

NA

RCC Sorafenib,89 sunitinib90 NA

Breast cancer Doxorubicin,74,76 cyclophosphamide,74,76 docetaxel,76 trastuzumab,76 
ifosfamide,74 cisplatin,74 capecitabine74

Degarelix76

HNSCC Cisplatin,64,65 cetuximab27 Diaziquone,64 pazelliptine,64 retelliptine64

GBM Bevacizumab92 NA

Prostate cancer Bicalutamide81 NA

Ovarian cancer 5-FU,116 cyclophosphamide,116 doxorubicin,116 methotrexate,116 
hexamethylmelamine,116 cisplatin116

NA

HCC 5-FU,117 oxaliplatin,117 doxorubicin,117 cisplatin,117 estradiol,117 
progesterone,117 dihydrotestosterone117

Gefitinib,117 seocalcitol,117 brivanib118

Abbreviations: 5-FU, 5-fluorouracil; GBM, glioblastoma multiforme; HCC, hepatocellular carcinoma; HNSCC, head and neck squamous-cell carcinoma; NA, not 
applicable; NSCLC, non-small-cell lung cancer; RCC, renal cell carcinoma.
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elucidated a core set of genetic pathways altered in this 
disease in association with an average of 63 genetic 
aberrations occurring within an individual tumour.22 
Unfortunately, the acquisition of increased genetic 
information has not yet translated into improved clinical  
outcomes for this patient population.

Historically, pancreatic cancer cell lines have been 
used both in vitro and in vivo for preclinical analyses 
of therapeutic interventions. Cell line-based xenografts 
grow primarily as homogeneous masses of cancer cells 
with minimal stromal infiltration; therefore, they might 
not recapitulate the human PDA tumour architecture 
and interactions between stromal components and 
PDA cells, although studies directly comparing these 
aspects have yet to be performed. It is also becoming 
increasingly appreciated that the desmoplastic reaction 
of PDA decreases intratumoural perfusion, which in 
turn may alter the intratumoural pharmacokinetics of 
chemotherapeutic agents.32 As a result, cell line xeno-
graft models may overestimate the antitumour effects of 
a given therapeutic strategy. PDTX pancreatic models 
employ the implantation of primary human PDA speci-
mens as either heterotopic or orthotopic models.33,34 
These PDTX models are characterized by the mainte-
nance of the original tumour architecture, although 
the human stroma is replaced by murine stroma with 
sequential passage. Orthotopic PDTX models retain a 
greater proportion of stromal components and develop 

locoregional and distant metastases.33,34 In PDA, initial 
use of PDTX focused on optimizing the platform for the 
development of predictive and pharmacodynamic end 
points for molecularly targeted therapies.11 These studies 
were complicated by significant intratumoural hetero-
geneity of gene and protein expression. In the case of 
mTOR inhibitors, this model predicted that patients 
with high baseline expression of phosphorylated p70 S6 
kinase would preferentially respond to mTOR inhibi-
tion, a result which unfortunately did not translate to 
patients.35 Failure of translation could be because of the 
low stringency in defining a ‘response’ in the PDTX 
model, or the multiple feedback loops in the mTOR 
pathway. Additional attempts to optimize the system 
included the development of a tumour biopsy strategy 
followed by ex vivo therapeutic treatment and pharmaco-
dynamic end point analysis.36 This strategy demonstrated 
that a polo-like kinase inhibitor induced growth inhi-
bition, particularly in gemcitabine-refractory PDTX 
models and that cyclin B1 was a biomarker of response.37 
Another approach that has been used in PDA is the 
empirical treatment of a patient-specific PDTX with a 
panel of drugs whilst the patient is receiving first-line 
therapy.38 At the time of disease progression, the patient 
then receives the therapy demonstrating the most acti-
vity in their PDTX. This strategy combined with whole-
exome sequencing was used to demonstrate the activity 
of mitomycin C and cisplatin in a patient harbouring a 
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Figure 1 | Establishment and testing of PDTX models. Excess tumour specimens not needed for clinical diagnosis are 
obtained from the consented patients (F0). Non-necrotic areas of these tumours are sectioned into ~3 mm3 pieces and, 
after processing, implanted subcutaneously into anaesthetized 5-week to 6-week-old female athymic nude mice. During the 
engraftment phase, tumours are allowed to establish and grow and then are harvested upon reaching a size of 
1,500 mm3 (F1). Similar protocols are employed for subsequent expansion cohort (F2) and treatment cohort (F3 … Fn). 
Typically, biological assays are performed on tumours in early generations (≤F5); these biological assays include drug 
efficacy studies, rational combination studies and the development of predictive biomarkers for novel targeted therapies. If 
the developed biomarkers achieved accurate prediction in a validation set of PDTX models (or ‘xenopatients’), they might 
be translated into early phase clinical trials as tools for patient selection strategies. Abbreviations: PDTX, patient-derived 
tumour xenografts; RES, resistant; SEN, sensitive.
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PALB2 mutation.39,40 Caveats to this approach include 
delayed or unsuccessful engraftment of the PDTX and 
the requirement for considerable resources. A modifi-
cation would be to perform complete genomic analysis 
of a patient’s tumour upon engraftment to serve as a 
basis for molecular therapy selection of the PDTX, with 
results used to direct treatment of the patient at the time 
of disease progression.

The stromal components of the desmoplastic reaction 
associated with PDA might represent a novel treatment 
strategy for this disease; the importance of the stroma 
in PDA is exemplified by the observation that PDTX 
engraftment is associated with the expression of stromal 
gene pathways and decreased patient survival.20 In PDA, 
both genetically engineered and PDTX models have 
demonstrated that stromal modulation may increase 
intratumoural gemcitabine concentrations to improve 
therapy efficacy.32,41 Likewise, hedgehog pathway inhi-
bition denudes the stroma, possibly owing to the induc-
tion of apoptosis in pancreas stellate cells, resulting in 
increased vascular patency.42 Interestingly, treatment 
of pancreas PDTX models with gemcitabine and nab-
paclitaxel preferentially decreased the intratumoural 
desmo plastic reaction resulting in increased intra-
tumoural gemcitabine concentrations and growth inhi-
bition in comparison to each individual drug.41 These 
observations were tested in a phase I–II clinical trial of 
patients with advanced-stage PDA in which 44 patients 
were treated at the defined maximum tolerated dose 
and a median survival of 12.2 months was observed,41 
suggesting that PDTX models can be used to derive  
strategies that target tumour stroma in PDA.

Lung cancer
Since the approval of the ALK inhibitor crizotinib and 
the EGFR inhibitor erlotinib for the treatment of NSCLC, 

there has been a focus on the use of preclinical models and 
fresh tissue biopsies from patients to probe mechanisms 
of responsiveness and resistance to these agents.43–47 These 
PDTX models have been assessed for their simi larity to 
the parent tumour in terms of histology and genetics, 
as well as responsiveness to commonly used agents in 
lung cancer.21,48,49 Owing to the initial poor engraftment 
rate of these models, some groups have used the tech-
nique of implanting fresh patient-derived tumours in  
the subrenal capsule location in NOD/SCID mice, with the  
intent of capitalizing on the greater perfusion of blood 
vessels in this area and more-rapid development of a sup-
porting tumour microvasculature.50 In one cohort of 14 
PDTX derived from lung cancer patients with a range 
of stages and histologies, there was a >95% engraftment 
rate and the histological features of the parent tumour 
were largely retained.50 Although there were genetic 
changes that occurred with subsequent passage of the 
PDTX, genetic characteristics between the parent tumour 
and early passage PDTX were similar by comparative 
genomic hybridization and fluorescence in situ hybridi-
zation (FISH), and later changes were reflective of known 
genetic aberrations in lung cancer. Interestingly, in this 
study, the presence of infiltrating mouse stromal cells 
was documented in a lung carcinosarcoma PDTX, using 
species-specific pan-centromeric FISH probes.50

Clearly, an area of interest in lung cancer is the char-
acterization of PDTX models using standard chemo-
therapeutic agents and assessment of the correlation of 
putative predictive biomarkers with clinical outcome. 
Examples of this include two studies, one that assessed 
docetaxel as a single agent or in a ‘doublet’ combination, 
and the other that assessed a wide range of standard 
agents alone; the studies had the intent of determining 
whether drug resistance21 or DNA repair markers49 could 
predict response to therapy. Although both studies are 
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Figure 2 | Comparison of genome-wide gene-expression profiles between primary patient tumours and PDTX tumours. 
a | Matched patient primary CRC tumour (F0) and PDTX (F3). Genome-wide gene-expression profiles of a patient with CRC and 
their matched PDTX were profiled with Affymetrix® HuGene 1.0 ST arrays. b | Matched patient primary PDA tumour (F0) and PDTX 
(F5). Genome-wide gene-expression profiles of a patient with PDA and their matched PDTX were profiled with Affymetrix® 
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Abbreviations: CRC, colorectal cancer; PDA, pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma; PDTX, patient-derived tumour xenografts.
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limited by the small number of PDTX models, seven 
and 24, respectively, the combined results indicate 
that these models recapitulate the magnitude and vari-
ability of response to therapy that is observed in lung 
cancer patients, and that standard biomarkers of drug 
resistance or DNA repair do not facilitate patient selec-
tion.21,49 In another cohort of 25 PDTX derived from 
patients with primarily non-metastatic lung cancer, 
the histology as well as markers for anti-EpCAM and 
Ki-67 were retained, although less heterogeneity was 
observed in the first few passages of the PDTX, thought 
to be due to the replacement of human accessory cells 
with murine stromal tissue.13 Using gene profiling, nine 
out of 17 NSCLC PDTX tumours clustered with their 
parent tumour using unsupervised hierarchical cluster-
ing, while of the eight that did not, five had <10% tumour 
tissue.21 These results indicate that although there can be 
a high degree of similarity between primary tumour and 
PDTX, this similarity should not be assumed. Therefore, 
studies that rely on a patient’s own PDTX to make treat-
ment decisions should be thoroughly characterized with 
regards to histology and gene expression at a minimum, 
if not by the use of next-generation sequencing tech-
nology. Interestingly, the majority of gene-expression 
changes (193 probe sets) between the primary and  
the PDTX were genes that were downregulated, while the 
pathways represented by the unique genes (134) in these 
probe sets represented those involved in cell adhesion 
and immune response.21

An interesting and potentially clinically relevant appli-
cation of these PDTX models in NSCLC would be the 
ability to predict, based on PDTX engraftment success, 
those patients who are more likely to relapse after cura-
tive surgery, with the added benefit of having an available 
‘xenopatient’ for therapeutic testing prior to actual relapse 
in the patient. In one such study, 63 of 157 specimens 
from curative resections in NSCLC engrafted into the 
mice were compared to patient outcomes, and demon-
strated a statistically significant shorter disease-free sur-
vival in a multivariate analysis.12 Factors associ ated with 
engraftment included large tumour size, squamous histo-
logy, and poor differentiation.12 Another study engrafted 
32 curative resection specimens from patients with early 
stage NSCLC and subjected them to one to three typical 
chemotherapeutic regimens.48 Two observations of inter-
est include the fact that even responding PDTX had nests 
of viable cells, indicating intratumoural heterogeneity of  
drug response, and PDTX from six of seven patients 
who had recurrence or clinical relapse did not respond 
to ex vivo chemotherapy, supporting the use of these 
models in early stage disease to develop more-effective 
(and patient-directed) adjuvant chemotherapy.

Melanoma
Until recently, patients with advanced-stage melanoma 
had limited therapeutic options, but with the approval of 
the BRAF inhibitor vemurafenib and the CTLA-4 inhibi-
tor ipilimumab the therapeutic field has been reinvigo-
rated and thus PDTX models will likely be used to define 
resistance pathways and rational combination strategies 

in this disease; however, these models are limited to 
non-immunotherapeutic approaches. Although the fea-
sibility of establishing PDTX models of melanoma was 
demonstrated decades ago,51,52 studies characterizing large 
numbers of models derived from a broad patient base 
have been lacking and many centres have focused on the 
development of patient-derived cell lines. Early studies 
using a melanoma PDTX derived from a primary tumour 
and a metastatic lesion from the same patient sought to 
compare responses to anticancer agents between cell 
lines derived from the tumours versus PDTX. Although 
most of the responses were comparable, perhaps not sur-
prisingly, unpredictable discordant sensitivity to certain 
agents was also observed.51 More recently, gene-array data 
from a larger panel of 22 melanoma PDTX tumours was 
used to develop a predictive gene signature to 11 standard 
cytotoxic agents.52 The data generated from these studies 
exhibited acceptable predictive value; however, no further 
clinical assessment has been reported.

PDTX models have also been used to identify mela-
noma tumour-initiating cells. After serial passage in 
nude mice, isolation and re-implantation of ABCB5+ 
cells from PDTX were capable of regenerating tumour 
heterogeneity and selective targeting of this subpopu-
lation resulted in tumour growth inhibition.53 A report 
described the establishment and characterization of a 
human uveal melanoma PDTX model in SCID mice with 
an engraftment rate of 28% (25 of 90) and concordance 
between the primary and corresponding PDTX in terms 
of histology, genetic profiles, and tumour antigen expres-
sion.54 Further, when the engrafted mice were treated 
with temozolomide, a standard chemotherapeutic agent 
for uveal melanoma, the response was reflective of the  
clinical outcome observed in the patients.54

Head and neck cancer
Head and neck squamous-cell carcinoma (HNSCC) is a 
particularly challenging disease owing to the rarity of acti-
vating oncogene mutations and prevalence of mutations in 
tumour-suppressor genes, such as TP53 and Notch1 with 
47% and 19% mutation rates, respectively.55,56 Cetuximab 
is the only approved targeted drug for HNSCC,57,58 but to 
date, and despite its quite low clinical efficacy, there are 
no validated patient selection strategies. To address these 
shortcomings, efforts have been undertaken to develop 
PDTX models of HNSCC. There have been several 
reports showing that the engraftment rate of patient-
derived HNSCC biopsies in mice is between 29% and 
44%.59–63 Of note, no difference was observed between 
patients whose tumours engrafted and those who did 
not with respect to tumour biology or clinical findings, 
including survival.61 In another report, no differences 
were observed in engraftment rates between NOD/SCID 
and Rag2DKO mice.60 However, relatively few efforts in 
HNSCC PDTX have been directed towards drug develop-
ment. As part of a collaborative programme sponsored by 
the European Organisation for Research and Treatment 
of Cancer to evaluate the use of several PDTX models to 
predict phase II clinical drug activity, Langdon et al.,64 
tested cisplatin, diaziquone and two investigational agents, 
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pazelliptine and retelliptine.64 For the HNSCC models, 
no response to cisplatin was observed in five tumours 
tested; four out of five tumours responded to diaziquone, 
as measured by tumour growth inhibition >50%. Thus, 
these models seem to have underpredicted the clinical 
response to cisplatin and overpredicted the response to 
diaziquone.64 Another group used HNSCC PDTX models 
to study cellular mechanisms behind resistance to cis-
platin with respect to DNA repair, apoptosis and cell-cycle  
regulation.65 They found that xenografts with mutations in 
TP53 or amplification of CCND1 were significantly more 
resistant to this agent (P <0.001). These results are con-
sistent with previous findings demonstrating a correlation 
between TP53 mutations and a poor prognosis in patients 
with HNSCC and to neoadjuvant chemotherapy resist-
ance.66–68 A recent study tested the response to cetuximab 
against a large panel of PDTX cancer models including 
HNSCC;27 of the eight HNSCC xenografts tested, five were 
responsive (63%), which was the highest response rate of 
any cancers tested. However, unlike the case for CRC 
and NSCLC, there was no correlation of response with 
mutations in KRAS, BRAF or NRAS, nor to amplifi cation 
of receptors such as HER3 or MET.27 A large colony of 
HNSCC and skin squamous-cell carcinoma is being gener-
ated to aid in further drug development (J. J. Tentler et al., 
personal communication); clinical hypotheses based on 
these HNSCC PDTX studies have been translated into 
three currently active clinical trials (NCT01255800,69 
NCT01252628,70 NCT0120409971), highlighting the  
translational impact of these models.

Breast cancer
Over the past decade, major advances in our under-
standing of breast cancer biology at the molecular and 
genetic level have revealed a diverse and complex disease 
consisting of distinct molecular subtypes, each with a 
unique gene-expression profile, which will likely influ-
ence responses to standard and/or novel therapies.72 
These molecular classifications: luminal A, luminal B, 
triple-negative, basal-like and HER2-positive, present 
a unique opportunity to individualize therapies tai-
lored specifically to a patient’s defined tumour subtype. 
Attempts to develop PDTX models of hormone-driven 
cancers such as breast and prostate cancer have met 
with limited success. However, recent larger scale efforts 
involving orthotopic implantation of human breast 
tumour tissue into cleared mammary fat pads of NOD/
SCID or athymic nude mice, with oestrogen supplemen-
tation of oestrogen receptor (ER)-positive tumours, 
have resulted in improved engraftment efficiency such 
that enough PDTX models have now been generated to 
fully represent the diverse subtypes observed in clinical 
breast cancer.73–76 For example, DeRose et al.75 implanted 
49 primary and metastatic breast cancer biopsies into 
NOD/SCID mice, from which 18 engrafted (37%) and 
12 were successfully maintained in successive pas-
sages as PDTX (24% of total). Representative pheno-
types included ER-positive and progesterone receptor  
(PR)-positive, ER-negative and PR-negative, and HER2-
positive tumours. Interestingly, neither the source of 

the tumour (primary or metastatic) nor the ER, PR or 
HER2 status was significantly associated with engraft-
ment success. However, tumours that were ER-negative, 
PR-negative and HER2-negative (triple negative) grew 
at the fastest rate, consistent with the aggressive clinical 
manifestation of this disease.75 The rate of engraftment 
was a prognostic factor for patient survival time even in 
individuals with newly diagnosed disease who did not 
have detectable metastases at time of surgery. Thus, the 
ability of a tumour to engraft in mice could potentially be 
used as a surrogate prognostic indicator of aggressiveness 
and risk of disease progression. Importantly, in several 
other aspects, these breast cancer PDTX models recapi-
tulated the biology and disease outcomes of the patient 
tumours from which they were derived. As in other 
models, tumour architecture was maintained through 
several passages in mice, including its supportive stroma; 
however, staining with antibodies specific to mouse 
CD45 revealed that this stroma was primarily comprised 
of infiltrating mouse leukocytes. The tumours also main-
tained their oestrogen dependence and responsiveness 
through serial passages in mice. Another important 
aspect of these PDTX was their ability to metastasize to 
sites similar to those observed in the original subjects.75

Loss of expression of the DNA repair-related BRCA2 
gene is responsible for a large percentage of hereditary 
breast and ovarian cancers and studies of BRCA2 function 
in tumour biology in vivo have been impeded by a lack 
of relevant models. One such PDTX model of BRCA2-
mutant breast cancer has been described in which the 
basal-like morphology and tumour architecture including 
stroma were conserved in the xenograft, as were gene-
expression patterns over successive generations.74 This 
PDTX model exhibited differential responses to stand-
ard chemotherapies, including pronounced sensitivity to 
anthracyline-based therapies as well as to a cisplatin and 
ifosfamide combination, but resistance to agents targeting 
microtubules, such as taxanes.

PDTX models of breast cancer have also been 
used to study metabolomic profiles and their role in 
breast tumours, which to date is poorly understood.77 
Concentrations of choline-derived metabolites were 
measured in xenografts of primary breast biopsies repre-
senting basal-like and luminal-like subtypes. Differences 
in choline metabolite concentrations observed between 
these two models in mice correlated well with similar 
profiles and gene-expression patterns observed in mat-
erial from patients with ER-positive and PR-positive 
breast cancer, and triple-negative breast cancer, suggest-
ing that these PDTX xenografts are relevant models for 
studying choline metabolism in these subtypes.77

Prostate cancer
Historically, there has been a lack of reliable preclinical 
models for studying prostate cancer biology and therapy 
due to the difficulty in establishing prostate cancer cell 
lines in vitro. Several groups have established prostate 
cancer PDTX models that have allowed the preclinical 
study of a wide variety of prostate cancer-specific bio-
logical processes, such as chromosomal aberrations,78 
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angiogenesis,79 identification of pluripotent stem 
cells,80 and response to androgen ablation therapies.81 
Comparative studies have been undertaken to examine 
the efficiency and histopathological consequences of 
engraftment of human prostate cancer tissue to subcuta-
neous, subcapsular renal and prostatic orthotopic sites.82 
The subcutaneous grafts demonstrated the lowest take 
rates and also the lowest level of histodifferentiation. The 
most efficient engraftment was renal subcapsular (>90%), 
which also demonstrated differentiation and continued 
expression of the androgen receptor and prostate-specific 
antigen (PSA). However, the orthotopic models have 
consistently exhibited the best degree of differentiation 
and expression of androgen receptor and PSA.82

Renal cell carcinoma
Cytokine therapy with interleukin-2 or interferon-α 
was the standard of care for the first-line treatment of 
metastatic renal cell carcinoma (RCC). However, in the 
past 5 years, the arrival of molecularly targeted agents 
has revolutionized the management of metastatic RCC.83 
PDTX models of RCC have been used for decades and 
may provide several advantages over cell line xeno-
grafts.80–85 RCC cells continuously cultured in vitro are 
known to acquire many genetic alterations not found in 
the original tumour.86 In addition, the limited number of 
RCC cell lines available means that they lack the hetero-
geneity that characterizes kidney cancer in the human 
population.18,87 Several studies have demonstrated that 
RCC PDTX models are similar to parental tumours 
as assessed by histology, karyotype, DNA-ploidy, and 
molecular cytogenetic analyses.80–85,88 Grisanzio et al.80 
have also created orthotopic PDTX that exhibit high 
levels of histological, immunophenotypical and genetic 
concordance between the PDTX and the corresponding 
primary tumour. Another advantage of an RCC PDTX 
model is the ability to evaluate tumour angiogenesis, 
and studies have demonstrated that the vasculature of 
RCC PDTX are predominantly comprised of human 
endo thelial cells, up to 35 days after implantation.17,18 
Currently, RCC PDTX are being used to evaluate  
the effects of targeted agents. Yuen et al.89 evaluated the 
effects of the tyrosine kinase inhibitor sorafenib on dif-
ferent RCC subtypes, demonstrating inhibition of both 
angiogenic and non-angiogenic targets. In another 
study, PDTX of RCC tumours that initially responded 
to another tyrosine kinase inhibitor (sunitinib) and even-
tually progressed, were used to interrogate resistance 
mechanisms to sunitinib.90 This study demonstrated that 
de novo onset of an epithelial–mesenchymal transition-
like phenotype was associated with acquired resistance 
to sunitinib, and reversion to an epithelial histology in 
a PDTX model was associated with a return of respon-
siveness to sunitinib. As the knowledge of mechanisms 
of action and resistance to targeted agents increases in 
RCC, new potential combinations may arise, as exempli-
fied in a study where investigators demonstrated that the 
combination of vascular disrupting agents and everoli-
mus resulted in enhanced reduction of blood volume in 
orthotopic RCC xenograft tumours in mice.91

Glioblastoma multiforme
Glioblastoma multiforme (GBM) are aggressive and 
malignant primary brain tumours that are highly 
resistant to therapy. Recent GBM research has focused 
on the identification of aberrant genetic events and 
signalling pathways, and has provided insight into the 
molecular mechanisms of the disease as well as the clin-
ical evaluation of new investigational compounds that 
target these pathways. A clinically relevant orthotopic 
model of GBM has been developed that uses human 
GBM biopsies.92,93 Unlike many other PDTX models 
that directly engraft tumour tissue into mice immediately 
after surgery, GBM biopsies were cut to 0.3 mm samples 
and cultured in agar in vitro for the development of  
spheroids and subsequently implanted into the brain 
of athymic nude rats. In this model, the average culture 
time for spheroid formation was 18 days and the take rate 
was 96% (28 out of 29 tumours).93 More importantly, this 
model seemed to recapitulate the disease course of GBM 
in humans, as evidenced by high vascularity, glioma 
tumour cell invasion and necrosis.93 This model was also 
shown to be genetically stable.92 Comparison of patient 
GBM to the PDTX by comparative genomic hybridi-
zation exhibited great similarity. As there is a high degree 
of vascularity in GBM tumors, a GBM PDTX orthotopic 
model was used to assess the efficacy of the antiangio-
genic drug bevacizumab.92 Although anti-VEGF therapy 
resulted in a significant decrease in tumour volume and 
vascularity, the hypoxic microenvironment that resulted 
induced a more-invasive phenotype that seemed to be 

Box 1 | Strategy for the use of PDTX models for predictive biomarker discovery

Step 1—training set
 ■ Determine drug responses for a panel of PDTX mice of specific disease type
 ■ Analyse and annotate molecular features for the PDTX model from fresh-frozen or 

FFPE tumour samples (for example, genome sequencing, transcriptome profiling, 
proteomics, metabolomics)

 ■ Employ computational and statistical methods to derive predictive classifiers by 
integrating these molecular features

Step 2—assay development
 ■ Determine the feasibility of developing an assay from the biomarkers 

identified from the training set (for example, mutation analysis by sequencing, 
gene expression by reverse transcription PCR, protein expression by 
immunohistochemistry, copy number changes by fluorescence in situ 
hybridization)

 ■ Calibrate the biomarkers on archival FFPE samples or fresh-frozen tumours
 ■ Determine the parameters and thresholds for the predictive biomarkers of the 

assay by testing on the training set

Step 3—preclinical trial design
 ■ Design biomarker-driven clinical trials based on the prevalence of the identified 

biomarkers
 ■ Determine appropriate sample size and power estimation for small-scale 

preclinical trial

Step 4—validation or test set
 ■ Determine predictive biomarkers on the remaining PDTX models using the 

developed assay
 ■ Select appropriate PDTX models with positive and negative predictive biomarkers
 ■ Determine drug responses on the selected PDTX models
 ■ Determine the accuracy of the predictive biomarkers
 ■ Potential refinement of the predictive biomarkers by repeating steps one to three

Abbreviations: PDTX, patient-derived tumour xenografts; FFPE, formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded.
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dependent on upregulation of the PI3K/Akt signalling 
pathway. These results suggest that combinational strate-
gies involving bevacizumab and a molecularly targeted 
compound such as a PI3K inhibitor may be more effec-
tive. Therefore, the use of such GBM PDTX models 
might further facilitate the development of novel com-
bination strategies that will hopefully improve outcomes 
in this patient population.

Paediatric cancers
Within the paediatric oncology community, PDTX has 
been used to establish most of the current models, and 
these have been of value in developing multiple effective 
therapies, most notably both topotecan and irinotecan 
for solid tumours, and combinations of these agents with 
both standard cytotoxic and experimental agents.94–96 

The predictive value of these PDTX xenografts led to 
the National Cancer Institute supporting the Pediatric 
Preclinical Testing Program (PPTP).97 Although paedi-
atric cancer represents only a small percentage of all 
cancers, this clinical community realized in the early 
1980s the deficits of cell-line derived models, demon-
strated that greater genetic drift occurred in culture than 
for mouse-passaged tumours, and showed the mainten-
ance of both expression profiles and genomic character-
istics in PDTX.97 One example is ependymoma, which 
is the third most common malignant brain tumour of 
children with limited treatment options. Even after total 
resection of the tumour followed by radiation treat-
ment, recurrence and metastasis occurs in about half of 
patients.98–100 Preclinical studies to identify new thera-
pies for this cancer have been difficult owing to a lack of 
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good animal models. Yu et al.101 successfully developed 
an orthotopic ependymoma PDTX mouse model that 
demonstrated similar histological and invasive growth 
characteristics between the xenograft tumours and the 
original tumour in the patient. Not only did they show 
that by gene-array analysis the expression profiles were 
maintained, they demonstrated the CD133+ cancer 
stem cells were preserved in the tumour and when cell 
lines were made from this xenograft, the differentiation  
capabilities were also maintained.

Predictive biomarker discovery
Gene-expression profiling and other genome-wide 
high-throughput technologies have advanced our 
understanding of cancer biology, enabling the discov-
ery of biomarkers for classifying tumour responsiveness 
to treatment using PDTX models (Box 1). In one study, 
cDNA microarrays were employed to interrogate the 
expression of 23,040 genes in 85 PDTX models of various 
solid tumours for genes associated with chemosensiti vity 
to nine anticancer drugs.102 Of the 1,578 genes whose 
expression levels correlated significantly with chemo-
sensitivity, 333 genes showed significant correlation 
with more than two drugs, and 32 correlated with six 
or seven drugs. This study represents one of the earliest 
using microarray analysis on PDTX models to develop 
predictive biomarkers for standard anticancer agents.

Our group has used PDTX models to develop predic-
tive biomarkers for several targeted anticancer agents 
in CRC and PDA using gene-expression profiling and 
oncogene sequencing. We have employed a novel com-
parison-based method, k-TSP (k-disjoint Top Scoring 
Pairs) that seeks to identify pairs of genes whose expres-
sion levels typically invert from sensitive to resistant 
PDTX models.103 The gene-pair comparisons can be 
easily interpreted as ‘IF–ELSE’ decision rules, which can 
be measured by reverse transcription PCR and are thus 
well suited for clinical applications. Among the targeted 
therapies studied by our group using this methodo-
logy are inhibitors of EGFR,104 IGF-1R,16 Src,30,105,106 
MEK,29 and mTOR.35 Two of the predictive biomarkers 
developed are currently being assessed in clinical trials 
(NCT00735917107 and NCT01016860108). Importantly, 
we continue to revise and refine the integration of k-TSP 
with other predictive biomarkers, to facilitate the develop-
ment of integrated classifiers that may incorporate data 
from diverse platforms (Figure 3).16

Conclusions
It is becoming increasingly clear that novel preclinical 
models that more closely recapitulate the hetero geneity 
of human tumours are needed for more-efficient onco-
logy drug development. PDTX models in many ways 
represent a major advancement in that direction, but 
need to be viewed within the context of their inher-
ent challenges and potential opportunities. Challenges 
include the immense resources that are needed to estab-
lish and maintain such ‘live’ tumour banks, often with 
limited funding sources; the lack of current standardized 
criteria for assessing and reporting histological, stromal, 

and genetic drift from the primary (F0) tumour; low 
stringency in ‘response’ criteria that may not translate to 
benefit in cancer patients; and the numerous biological 
challenges of using immunocompromised rodent models 
as hosts for human tumours. The drift of stromal com-
ponents of PDTX tumours from primarily human to pri-
marily mouse is likely to present a relevant drawback of 
these models, given the importance of the tumour micro-
environment in numerous aspects of cancer biology. This 
limitation is especially apparent in studies involving 
species-specific anticancer compounds that target the 
microenvironment, such as bevacizumab, or agents that 
target the immune system, such as ipilimumab. In addi-
tion, the response of a human tumour to a particular anti-
cancer agent may be determined by systemic exposure in 
the murine background. Thus, when drugs are tolerated 
at high doses there may be an overprediction of response, 
and likewise, where mice are less tolerant it may produce 
false-negative results. Some of the challenges could be 
ameliorated by the development of standard criteria for 
reporting the extent of pheno typic and genetic drift from 
the F0 generation when presenting therapeutic results, 
by increasing the stringency of the response criteria to 
require regression or at least 80% tumour growth inhi-
bition, and by ensuring that ‘xeno patient’ trials are large 
enough to lead to clinically meaningful results. Along 
these lines, one could envision national and international 
PDTX co operative groups conducting collaborative 
studies within molecularly defined tumour subsets that 
would result in hypothesis-driven personalized medicine 
strategies for cancer patients. Future directions for these 
models are numerous and include the development of 
more-sophisticated orthotopic models, models in which 
the patient’s own bone marrow stem cells are engrafted 
along with an orthotopic tumour, in addition to advance-
ments in transfection technology to facilitate in vivo 
functional short-hairpin RNA genomic screens. Clearly, 
PDTX models need to be viewed as complementary to 
other preclinical models, such as genetically engineered 
mouse models, which are well suited for studying drug 
responses within a well-defined genetic background.109 
Although the concept and initial establishment of PDTX 
models has been in existence for decades, their value 
in oncology drug development is just becoming real-
ized as individualized therapy approaches transform 
cancer therapy.

Review criteria

Literature searches were performed using the PubMed 
database and the following search terms: “patient-derived 
xenografts”, “colorectal cancer”, “pancreatic cancer”, 
“melanoma”, “breast cancer”, “lung cancer”, “prostate 
cancer”, “head and neck cancer”, “glioblastoma”, 
“pediatric cancer”. Searches were performed over the 
time period of September 2011 to January 2012. Only 
articles published in English were considered. The 
development of head and neck squamous cell carcinoma 
patient-derived tumour xenograft models at the University 
of Colorado School of Medicine mentioned in this Review 
was conveyed via personal communication from A. Jimeno.
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